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Gaming Headphones Havit H2230d (Black)

Havit H2230d-B gaming headphones
Discover a new level of entertainment with the Havit H2230D! The Havit H2230D headphones will provide you with the amazing sound
experience and comfort you need during every game. The multi-directional microphone will allow you to communicate freely with your
team, plan strategies and celebrate victories, and thanks to the 3.5mm jack plug, you can successfully use them in conjunction with your
computer, phone or consoles such as Xbox or PS5.
 
Exceptional comfort during gaming
The  Havit  H2040d  headphones  combine  incredible  sound  with  unparalleled  wearing  comfort.  Their  incredibly  lightweight  design,
weighing only 242 grams, means you can play for hours without feeling tired. The earcups are made of pleasant-to-touch leather and
filled with memory foam, providing not only comfort, but also excellent isolation of external sounds. In addition, the adjustable headband
allows you to adjust the headphones to the shape of your head, which means they will sit perfectly on your head regardless of its size. 
 
Hear every sound
Immerse yourself  in  the world  of  gaming with Havit  headphones!  Equipped with 50-millimeter  drivers,  they offer  richer  treble,  clearer
sound and stronger bass, making sound even more immersive and exciting. Surround sound surrounds you from all sides, allowing you to
react  instantly  to  your  opponent's  every  move.  Now  you  can  easily  hear  every  nuance  of  sound  in  games,  from  subtle  whispers  to
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powerful explosions! 
 
Seamless communication with your team
Now you can  effectively  communicate  with  your  team and dominate  the  gameplay!  The  headphones  are  equipped with  a  detachable
microphone that  accurately captures sounds from every direction,  ensuring clear  and effective communication with the other  players.
What's more, you'll also find a microphone mute button on the headphones, as well as a volume control knob.
 
	Brand	
	Havit
	Model	
	H2230D
	Speaker size	
	50mm
	Weight	
	242g
	Impedance	
	32Ω±15%
	Sensitivity	
	116dB ±3dB
	Frequency response	
	20Hz - 20kHz
	Microphone	
	6.0 x 2.7mm
	Microphone sensitivity	
	-38±3dB
	Cable length	
	1.8m
	Plug	
	3.5mm

Preço:

€ 16.49

Jogos, Headphones
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